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First News Śas teaŵed Ƶp witŚ
sŚow FYI and the
he
to ŵake a series oĨ ǀideos Ĩor yoƵ to
watĐh at hoŵe or at sĐhooů, Đaůůed KidǀersaƟon͘ Đross the worůd, Đhiůdren are ĮŐhƟnŐ Ĩor their riŐht to a beƩer ůiĨe͘ It͛s
hNIF͛s torůd hiůdren͛s ay on ϮϬ Noǀeŵber, a day that ŵarks the hnited NaƟons onǀenƟon on the ZiŐhts oĨ the hiůd,
Ő so,, this
an internaƟonaů aŐreeŵent to take Đare oĨ Đhiůdren͘ dhe theŵe oĨ this year͛s torůd hiůdren͛s ay is Đůiŵate ĐhanŐe
isis͘
week, Braydon ŵeets DyaͲZose, who says the riŐhts oĨ Đhiůdren eǀerywhere are Ƶnder threat Ĩroŵ the Đůiŵate Đrisis͘

MYA-ROSE

BZYKN͗ Our planet is home to 2.2
billion children. And we have legal rights.
Zights to nutriƟous Ĩood͕ clean water͕
and a saĨe place to live. Now͕ though͕ all
that is at risk͙ Ĩrom hurricanes͕ droughts͕
Ňooding and wildĮres. dhe climate crisis
threatens our health͕ our wellbeing͕ even
our verǇ survival. thile millions oĨ us
have been taking part in climate change
protests͕ DǇaͲZose took her campaign
even Ĩurther͙ the ArcƟc͊ ^he went all the
waǇ to one oĨ the planet͛s ice caps͕ which
is melƟng because oĨ global warming.
DYͲZKS͗ It Ĩeels like a real tragedǇ to
me because it͛s such a beauƟĨul place͕
with such amaǌing͕ uniƋue wildliĨe͕ and
we͛re destroǇing it͕ we͛re melƟng it and
we͛re going to lose it Ĩorever beĨore we
even realise what we had. I think being
on a ƟnǇ ice Ňoe like this and ũust ŇoaƟng
in the middle oĨ a sea oĨ slush has reallǇ
ũust reminded me how delicate the ArcƟc
is and all oĨ the sea ice here. te͛re past
the point oĨ a wakeͲup call. te͛re past
the point oĨ ignorance. te have to act
now or we͛re going to lose everǇthing.
BZYKN͗ ^o what did Ǉou learn Ĩrom
Ǉour trip to the ArcƟc͍ Are Ǉou even
more ĨearĨul Ĩor the Ĩuture now͍

DYͲZKS͗ zeah͕ I mean͕ I think it was
a terriĨǇing trip ũust because it reallǇ
Ĩelt like I was seeing the climate crisis in
acƟon. It was a reallǇ stark reminder oĨ
ũust how connected everǇthing in the
world is.
BZYKN͗ I know this much – global
warming is caused by us humans sending
harmĨul gases͕ like carbon dioǆide͕ into
the atmosphere. dhose gases͕ Ĩrom
things like power staƟons͕ Ĩactories and
cars͕ trap heat Ĩrom the sun around our
planet͕ causing it to warm up. And the
most obvious eīect is the melƟng oĨ
our ice caps. It means our ocean levels
are rising͕ Ňooding other countries and
aīecƟng the world͛s climate as the
temperature oĨ the water changes.
DYͲZKS͗ I have a lot oĨ Ĩamily in
angladesh͕ which is a country that͛s
been really͕ really badly aīected by
climate change͕ especially Ňooding and
storms͕ and it was so weird to look at
this ice melƟng on the top oĨ the world
and remember that was aīecƟng people
back in angladesh where there are Ĩour
million climate change reĨugees in the
capital at the moment. dhere͛s eǆtreme
poverty͕ eǆtreme drought and Ĩamine͕

Kids ʹ yoƵ Đan watĐŚ tŚis KidǀersaƟon
at Įrst͘newsͬkidǀersaƟon

Greenpeace

BRAYDON MEETS
I͛ŵ DyaͲZose
Ĩroŵ Soŵerset in
nŐůand, and I͛ǀe
been caŵpaiŐninŐ Ĩor
acƟon to protect the
enǀironŵent since I
was ϭϭ years oůd͘

and it Ĩeels like nobody͛s even talking
about these issues.
BZYKN͗ DyaͲZose͛s message is that
iĨ you think climate change is ũust a
problem happening thousands oĨ miles
away͕ and we don͛t really need to worry
about it͕ then think again. ^he is taking
me to one oĨ her Ĩavourite places͙ the
^hapwick ,eath NaƟonal Nature Zeserve
near Glastonbury. Why is this place so
special to you͍
DYͲZKS͗ Well͕ I͛m a massive
birdwatcher and I always have been.
As you can see͕ it͛s amaǌing Ĩor birds.
I͛ve seen over halĨ oĨ the world͛s bird
species now but I sƟll love coming back
to the ^omerset >evels to see what I can
see. dhe problem in the h< is that we͛re
running out oĨ amaǌing habitat like this
because we͛re building on it. ut also
because oĨ climate change͕ we͛re losing
loads and loads oĨ habitat.
BZYKN͗ oes climate change aīect
the children in ^omerset as well͍
DYͲZKS͗ zeah͕ absolutely. IĨ the sea
rises even slightly this enƟre landscape
would be gone͕ which obviously would
be terrible Ĩor the birds͕ but people are
at risk too. About siǆ years ago in 20ϭϰ
there were terrible Ňoods and people͛s
homes got swept away͕ their livestock
got swept away and it really hurt a lot
oĨ people. And since then͕ Ňoods have
become more and more regular because
oĨ climate change. It͛s really damaging
people͛s lives͕ basically. It͛s not ũust these
other countries across the world that are
being aīected. It͛s happening right here͕
right now͕ in the h<.

BZYKN͗ ^o we͛ve got to stop it͕
haven͛t we͍
DYͲZKS͗ zeah͕ absolutely.
BZYKN͗ One oĨ DyaͲZose͛s idols
is the environmental acƟvist Greta
dhunberg. And͕ in &ebruary͕ they got
to share a stage at a zouth ^trike Ĩor
the limate event͕ here in the h<.
DYͲZKS͗ It was literally one oĨ the
coolest days oĨ my liĨe. I knew she was
coming to ristol but I never eǆpected
to get the email asking me to speak on
stage with her. It was literally ũust like͕
oh my gosh͕ I͛m going to meet Greta͕
like I was ĨanͲgirling a liƩle bit.
BZYKN͗ DeeƟng DyaͲZose has really
opened my eyes to the crisis that we͛re
Ĩacing Ĩrom climate change. It͛s all very
well͕ governments promising to give us
rights as children. ut͕ iĨ they don͛t even
try to tackle this climate crisis soon͕ all
oĨ our rights – like having a saĨe place to
live͕ and even a healthy environment to
grow up in – could easily disappear.
DYͲZKS͗ It͛s really diĸcult as children
to Ĩeel as though you͛re being heard but
there are so many liƩle things that you
can do that help so much – whether it͛s
riding your bike more͕ or recycling͕ or
eaƟng less meat. ut͕ also͕ I think making
sure that your voice as a young person
is heard͕ making sure that you͛re going
to protests and signing peƟƟons. It͛s so
important at the moment.
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